National Taiwan Normal University Application Form for
Outstanding Instructors Incentives
Name

Title

Department
/Institute

College
□NTNU Chair Professor:

Incentive
Items for □Research Chair Professor:
Application □Distinguished Professor:
(please select)

□Outstanding Professor:
I. NTNU Chair Professor:
□1. A Nobel Prize winner or a winner of other academic prizes of the same rank.
□2. Elected as an academician of Academia Sinica, equivalent position at an
international institution, or National Chair Professorship of the Ministry of
Education (MOE).
□3. Awarded the Presidential Science Prize, MOE National Chair Professorship, or an
equivalent academic award.
□4. Awarded the Academic Award from the MOE.
□5. Has received major awards from globally renowned institutions or artistic
organizations (to be determined by the review committee).
□6. Awarded the National Cultural Award from the Executive Yuan.
□7. Awarded the Outstanding Research Fellow Award or Research Fellow Award of the
Ministry of Science and Technology (formerly the National Science Council).
□8. Awarded the Outstanding Research Award from the MOST (formerly the National
Science Council) twice and received the Outstanding Research Fellow Project
once.
II. Research Chair Professor:

Eligibility □1. Awarded a national award (such as the Outstanding Scholar Award of the
(please select)

Foundation for the Advancement of Outstanding Scholarship, Award for
Outstanding Contributions in Science and Technology of the Executive Yuan,
Presidential Cultural Award, National Literary Award, or equivalent award) in the
past three years.
□2. Awarded the MOST (originally the NSC) Outstanding Research Award or
Outstanding Scholar Research Award in the past three years.
□3. Has attained a fellowship in globally renowned institution in the last three years (to
be determined by the review committee).
□4. Ranked among the top 20 most competitive scholars worldwide in each field in the
SCOPUS database (based on the number of citations in the SciVal database in the
past five years).
III. Distinguished Professor:
□1. Has been granted important academic awards by academic organizations in Taiwan
or abroad in the most recent three years.
□2. Has been invited to conduct personal exhibitions or has received awards from
globally renowned artistic institutions, or has finished in the top three places or
received major awards in a worldwide sports competition, and has demonstrated

excellence in creativity and exhibitions in the last three years (to be determined by
the review committee).
□3. Has published two academic books in the last four years as the sole author, which
have been rated by NTNU's University Press as outstanding publications.
Applications cannot repeat a submission for a book that has already won the award.
□4. Has published an original academic thesis in journals with Impact Factor > 25
(such as Science, Nature, and Cell) and is the first author or corresponding author
of the thesis in the past three years.
□5. There have been a total of more than 7 SSCI papers or more than 10 SCI papers
published in international journals within three years, and at least half of the papers
have been published in journals at the top 20% (SSCI) or 10% (SCI) of the JCR
(IF) rating in various sub-fields; or there have been more than 6 papers within three
years published in A&HCI international journals. Or published 7 or more papers in
SCOPUS journals in the past three years (must be published in a journal that ranks
in the top 5% in terms of SJR for each sub-field). Must be the first author or the
corresponding author of the papers above.
□6. Awarded the Ta-You Wu Memorial Award in the past three years.
□7. Obtained industry-academia collaboration projects sponsored by public/private
profit seeking enterprises or corporate entities each year over the past three years
with average funding of NT$2,500,000 or more (inclusive) and average
management fees of NT$300,000 or more (inclusive).
□8. Has been involved in a total of 25 MOST (formerly the National Science Council)
projects, subject to one project per year.
□9. Has exhibited more than 15 new articles in one year, for a total of 25 years.
□10.Has accumulated 25 musical performances in one year, in which 60 minutes is
calculated as one performance.
□11.Ranked among the top 50 most competitive scholars worldwide in each field in the
SCOPUS database (based on the number of citations in the SciVal database in the
past five years).
IV. Outstanding Professor:
□1. For those who meet the conditions in Items 1, 2, or 3 of Subparagraph (3) on
Distinguished Professors, the Review Committee will determine the list of award
winning teachers based on review scores and funding.
□2. Has served as the chairperson of an international institution in the past three years
(to be determined by the review committee).
□3. Has published two academic books in the last four years as the sole author, which
have been rated by NTNU's University Press as outstanding publications.
Applications cannot repeat a submission for a book that has already won the award.
□4. There have been a total of more than 5 SSCI papers or more than 8 SCI papers
published in international journals within three years, and at least half of the papers
have been published in journals at the top 50% (SSCI) or 20% (SCI) of the JCR
(IF) rating in various sub-fields; or there have been more than 4 papers within three
years published on A&HCI international journals. Or published 6 or more papers in
SCOPUS journals in the past three years (must be published in a journal that ranks

in the top 7% in terms of SJR for each sub-field). Must be the first author or the
corresponding author of the papers above.
□5. Has obtained industry-academia collaboration projects sponsored by public/private
profit seeking enterprises or corporate entities each year over the past three years
with average funding of NT$1,500,000 or more (inclusive) and average
management fees of NT$200,000 or more (inclusive).
□6. Has been involved in a total of 20 MOST (formerly the National Science Council)
projects, subject to one project per year.
□7. Has exhibited more than 15 new articles in one year, for a total of 20 years.
□8. Has accumulated 20 musical performances in one year, in which 60 minutes is
calculated as one performance.
□9. Ranked among the top 100 most competitive scholars worldwide in each field in
the SCOPUS database (based on the number of citations in the SciVal database in
the past five years).
□10.Awarded the Exceptional Teaching Award in the current year.
□11.Awarded the Excellent Teacher Award from the Ministry of Education in the
current year.

Award
records 1.
(please
2.
provide
supporting 3.
evidence)
Specific
academic
achievements

(Add more fields wherever appropriate)
Submitted documentary proof (please select):
□Academic background
□Publications in the last 5 years
□Photocopies of major publications □Proof of specific academic achievement
□Proof of other achievements
□Front pages of eligible theses and screen capture (documentation) of JCR IF rankings or Scopus SJR
(for the year of publication)
□Collaborative project agreements

Applicant's signature

Supervisor's signature

College dean's signature

